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Stock Image On this item: Cassell Illustrated, 1995. Paperback. Condition: Fair. FAST SHIPPING!! No CD included. Passcode can be used earlier. Heavy wear, wrinkle, creases or tears on cover and spine. Heavy writing and emphasis. Cover has used book stickers or residue. Mark on cover or bottom of the book. Book
may have additional damage or defects not mentioned above. Seller stock # 0304345113-4 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 26. Stock image About this item: Cassell Illustrated. Condition: Acceptable. Paperback The item is fairly worn, but still readable. Signs of wear are aesthetic issues such as
scratches, worn covers, damaged binding. The item may have identifying marks on it or showing other signs of earlier use. Can page folds, wrinkled spine, curved cover or markings inside. Packed with care, shipped quickly. Seller stock # B-05-2202 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 27. Page 2 Stock
image on this item: -. Paperback. Condition: Very good. The Leatherworking Handbook: A Practical Illustrated Sourcebook of Techniques and Projects This book is in very good condition and will be shipped within 24 hours of order. The cover may have some limited signs of wear, but the pages are clean, intact and the
spine remains undamaged. This book is clearly well maintained and cared for so far. Money back guarantee if you're not happy. Check out all our books here, order more than 1 book and get a discount on shipping. Seller stock # 7719-9780304345113 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 2. Page 3 17% off
Top Reviews Most recent Top reviews The Leatherworking Handbook is written as a practical guide for those who want to make hand stitched leather goods. It is based on experience and knowledge developed and learned over many years as a designer/maker. It was first published in 1993 and it has been continuously
in print ever since which makes 27 years. The 2020 edition is now available. In 2005 the German edition was published, followed by the Spanish edition. To date, around 130,000 English-language copies have been sold, making The Leatherworking Handbook an international bestseller in the world of textbooks. I began
performing learning courses due to the success of the book and the many requests from people from around the world who needed help to realize their ambition to become designers and makers of hand stitched leather goods. Many of these have gone to setting up studios/workshops making leather goods, have
developed their own style and ranges. Each book is signed and if you want an assignment, write it in the 'Order Notes' if you go to the check-out page. Result 1-30 Start your from Leatherworking Handbook: A practical illustrated Source Book of Techniques and Projects This is a good book... but not exactly what I was
looking for.... the leather mask project seemed a little, well, yes, starts with a short discussion about tanning and continues from there. It's detailed, but some of the material preparation and tools etc. are different from what I have or what I intend to use... others are of course the same. I'm just back in leather work, so I
only have some basic stuff, but I plan to use more commercially available tools and material than they use in This is a Good Book... but not exactly what I was looking for.... the leather mask project seemed a little, well, strange??. It starts with a short discussion about tanning and continues from there. It's detailed, but
some of the material preparation and tools etc. are different from what I have or what I intend to use... others are of course the same. I'm just back in leather work, so I only have some basic stuff, but I plan to use more commercially available tools and material than they use in certain prep. Here. Later I can move on to
things here, like leather moldings, but for now I'm not going to go on any projects that use it. One thing that can make a small difference here is that this book is a BRITISH publication and as in other hobbies and interests I have (air-gunning for example) when I have resources from our cousins across the pond there are
usually differences. So, pretty good book, very detailed and can actually go into some things with more detail than I need, while other information either isn't what I'm looking for or is different. I'm going three stars. Had a typo here (I typed toll for tools). Since I've reviewed the book I've done some leather moldings and
have added mucho tools... I'm a bit OCD I think so I have a bunch of stamps. * By the way, on my profile page there is a link that you will take to Photobucket and pictures of some of my leather work (usually knife casings). ... more January 22, 2018 Ligaya rated it nice · review of another edition Good book for those who
want to get into leather work. The book begins with a clear overview of materials and techniques with abundant photographs. The last half of the book are projects, of beginner level and moving through the more advanced projects. The projects themselves are very clever and the finished pieces look very professionally
crafted. The text that guides you through step-by-step directions would be greatly improved with specific photos of the steps being explained a good book for those who want to get into leather work. The book begins with a clear overview of materials and techniques with abundant photographs. The last half of the book
are projects, of beginner level and moving through the more advanced projects. The projects themselves are very clever and the finished pieces look very professionally crafted. The text you see directions would be greatly improved with specific photos of the steps being explained and more pictures of the finished pieces
would be welcome, too. ... more February 24, 2020 Jonathan Harris rated it was ok Some Some content, but feels more than a little dated. The practical projects I felt were poorly detailed and overly clumsy. Not particularly useful in general. Glenn rated it really liked january 26, 2016 R Owen rated it great October 9,
2019 Ali rated it February 25, 2019 Cory rated it like October 18, 2015 Paul Tubb rated it amazing January 28, 2019 A.G. rated it great May 18, 2015 Alejandro really rated it February 1, 2019 Jer Gladden rated it was great June 5 , 2018 Misercord rated it really liked the October 30, 2009 Ann Lang rated it really liked
December 13, 2016 Andy Dove rated it was great October 16, 2017 Keith rated liked July 3rd, 2016 Tim rated it really nice August 12, 2014 John rated it 1 Nov 08, 2014 Brad really liked it December 24, 2013 Jo rated it was great January 15, 2019
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